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About This Game

Dogs of War: Kill to Survive - A game about the war, where you will play as an ordinary soldier. You will face all the horrors of
the war and feel how it is to fight in a modern war.

Prepare to explore the battlefield for making important tactical, psychological decisions. Choose your style of fighting: secretly
make your way to the enemy's rear? Or a direct encounter with the enemy? Use all your accumulated knowledge to destroy the

enemy and survive!

In this game there are no detection indicators or other auxiliary tools, the outcome of the battle is decided only by your
attentiveness and vigilance!

Key Features:
* The big open world

* Well-transmitted atmosphere of war
* Many types of firearms
* Excellent optimization

* Detailed locations
* Unique sound effects

* The presence of various types of military hardware
* Unique sound effects
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Title: Dogs of War: Kill to Survive
Genre: Action, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Star Tactics Team
Publisher:
Star Tactics Team
Release Date: 24 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64bit)

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz or AMD Dual-Core Athlon 2.5 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9800GT / AMD Radeon HD 5670 / Intel HD Graphics 4000 with 512 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 14 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX®-compatible on-board

English,French,Italian,German,Simplified Chinese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Thai,Turkish,Czech,Japanese,Traditional Chinese
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Well I'm basically reviewing the original 1983 book here, though I do remember a few differences in the original text. No
colourised drawings this time, which is acceptable. My main interest in these adaptations of gamebooks is, they take away the
effort of page turning, dice rolling, adventure sheet editing etc. and they can also make sure you don't cheat. Citadel of Chaos is
a favourite of mine even though it has some obvious faults i.e it's very short and has a rather too narrow correct path to the end.
But there are interesting opponents\/encounters from the dog-ape and ape-dog at the citadel gate, right up to the dark,
mysterious Balthus Dire himself at the apex of the citadel. The magic use makes it good too, you often have alternatives to the
sword-fight to the death and can use them to dodge opponents. Russ Nicholson's art is very good and gives the book mystery and
danger. Now I think Balthus Dire has a bit more depth than Zagor the Warlock from the first book. He is a warrior-sorcerer like
yourself. The battle with Dire in his private chamber has stages to it, he tries different ways to thwart your assassination attempt
and there is even a bit of a war of words. Of course, you also pit your magic against his.. Where do I start? Spaghet is an
incredible game - far and away one of the best games of this generation. PLEASE PLEASE give it a chance. I'm a top 10
Spaghet player from Australia and I spend the better part of my day playing this game. From the intense music, to the incredible
indepth gameplay, Spaghet offers sort of a CHESS alternative for gamers alike. Thank you Torrey Daniel for this.. I only wish it
were included as main game content so I could use it in the toolset. A lot of unique enviromental audio that eclipses what the
main game had to offer.. It's a great game when it doesn't glitch out or crash (which is annoying) but it whuld be 10 times better
with either co-op or vs multiplayer vs Beeing one player is controlling what zombies spawn and whare.. Most be the most
entertainment compared to money spent on steam i ever had.

If you like reading a good story where you make the choices for the character this is for you. A great and relaxing rpg
experience.. as a free to play game it was surprisingly interesting, i really enjoyed it.. Fantastic updated version of the classic
that runs flawlessly and looks great on PC. Recognises PS4 controller without issue. Just keep in mind the game starts at max
volume until you load your save.

Highly looking forward to the other titles getting the PC\/updated version treatment.. Insane 2 offers a number of innovations in
the off-road racing genre. Besides the traditional time trial mode, the game features 9 other game modes, including the popular
“Capture the flag”, “Gate hunt” and “Pathfinder”, as well as some new competitions, such as bonus hunting, territory control and
helicopter pursuit. All of these modes are also available in multiplayer, with up to eight players participating simultaneously.

More than one hundred and fifty races combined into championships and cup competitions take place in Europe, America,
Africa and the Antarctic. The game has an enormous variety of long distance tracks: sand and snowy deserts, high-speed roads
and impassable cross-country paths, African beaches and deserted Antarctic stations.

The game features 18 vehicles of different classes, from buggies to monstrous “Bigfoots”, as well as an additional prototype
class. Rating points won in the races can be used to upgrade any of the vehicles, from a selection of 15 running gear, body or
engine upgrade alternatives. Each vehicle is furnished with a detailed destruction system. Reaching the end of a course without
suffering any losses is an enormous challenge that only a select few are able to accomplish. The opponents, who constantly
create extreme situations, aren’t the only danger: players also need to watch out for railway crossings, heavy tanker trucks and
even lightning in stormy weather.. Coooool, GameHouse is back at good games without bugs! Fun to play like the others from
the series, new Minigames and story riche! Took me 9 hours to get all the achievements.
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Greetings,

I do not want my money back, I just want this review to stay at game's store page forever as a "don't buy" warning to all who are
at same situation as mine.

I have lost my legs because of a car accident. That's why, I can play games with only controller because reaching mouse and
keyboard is a true pain for me. All I can do this is laying at my couch and playing games at my tv...

Today I installed your game (which says it has 100% controller support) and I realized controller is not supported and %100
controller support was a lie. You can only do right, left, top, bottom but no button is working in the game. After starting the
game, you cannot even quit because no buttons are working. It took me half hour to reach my keyboard and mouse to close the
game.

I cannot imagine why such a game developer or sales manager or whoever responsible for the game, would want to do this to a
crippled person. Shame on you. I wish all of you will experience the same situation to understand me trully.

Regards,. Gameplay: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=r5HpeC_gxE8

Tiny Wheels is a really fun game and my expectations were literally crushed (in a positive way). The sandbox environment
works really well and it is easy enough to get into to be useful for VR showcases.

For example, yesterday I had my grandfather over and he expressed ecstatic, childlike joy while building and playing with the
car (lol).

PROS
- Simple, easy to get into, good for VR showcases.
- Exceeded my expectations. The controls felt very similar to controlling an RC car in real life.
- The scalability option is outstanding. Works similar to Google Earth VR if you've tried that.
- It's not just for kids, or maybe it is, either way I found it quite enjoyable (at least when considering how cheap it is).

CONS
- Play other people's tracks.
- Custom objects. For example, it would be useful if there was an option to create custom ramps (or just objects in general). For
example, options to change its size, slope, color etc.
- Or just add some more objects.
- First-person driver (I know it's being worked on so that is obviously great!). A great game, BUT you need more than one
player to play. And I suppose the game does eventually get repetitive, but if you want local multiplayer, this is pretty good.
Funny dialogue, story not too complicated, no bugs. I like the story, and the developers made a game in a unique style that
nevertheless evokes memories of classic Lucasfilm games. Highly recommended!. I normally wait until I've finished a game
before I review it, but I've had a good 8 or more hours playing it, and I think I can give it a fair review now.

Seasteader plays like may other city sim games: You have buildings, citizens, and so on. The citizens have needs, as does the city
(not the least of which is liquidity (pun intended). You begin with a 'hub', and are required to balance the various aspects of your
'stead as you grow it towards passing the mission goals (or just making a humungous seaborne metropolis).

The game allows a sandbox mode where everything's unlocked, and you can just freely build your city, or campaign mode
where you get 'missions' to achieve goals. I think there are only about 15 campaign missions, and I've finished the first three,
which are relatively easy once you understand the game mechanics.

As you can see from the graphics, the game focusses less on being pretty with lots of animations and stuff, and primarily on the
economic aspects. In this regard, Seasteader strikes a nice balance between clarity and functionality. You won't get all the
amazing effects of Anno2050, or the huge array of building types of Tropico, but all the basic building types are there:
Production chains, housing, entertainment, city upkeep, etc. What you will get is a game which provides you the ability to build
a city much the same as any other CitySim, but which allows to really tweak the economic and employment aspects which most
other games won't. This can be by price gouging for exports, making your citizens live in slums and pay huge rent, or forcing
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them to work every hour god sends...

For me, one of the interesting aspects is building a new building, and then sourcing the right people to 'staff' it. You'll get an
influx of immigrants, all of whom have their own skills. You can rob the mediocre fishermen to staff your glassworks, but that'll
impact your fishing quotas.. You may, later, choose to move them back, to continue their fishermen training as you don't need
so much glassware... Proper tweaking like this isn't needed in the first few levels, but I can see it coming into its own later.

The game is 'complete', insofar as it's not "early access". However it's clear that there's a LOT of spare space in the UI and
dropdowns for more options. Some buildings only make one resource type, but are flexibly built to support more. So what you
see in the images above is a fraction of what's available, and only gives a wee flavour of the game itself.

The developer is very quick to respond to queries, and more than happy to help. Because it's an indie game, it can be a little
'raw'. Like I said, don't expect the polish of a AAA game... There are some aspects you're just expected to play with yourself. If
you like just tweaking sliders to see what happens, then you'll enjoy this. Some of the impact of changes to a few variables
aren't laid out in simple terms, so you have to tweak them and see what happens. Sometimes the effects aren't obvious for a
while.

Having a team of "0%" skill level glassblowers will still produce you some glassware, whereas in real life they'd just suck up
cash while they trained, and then you'd get a slowly increasing yield.. I think that realism needs to be tempered a bit with these
things, so has taken a back-seat to allow clarity and simplicity to prevail.

I've not come across any major reason to mark this down, so I'm giving it a 75% thumbs up: It does need a little work to be
more accessible to the general gamer, and a little tweaking. There are a few unusual design choices which can give the learning
curve a slightly steeper slope than you'd expect, but it's a solid core with some interesting challenge.. GUYS THE DIFINITIVE
EDITION MADE IT CROSS PLATFORM MAC VS PC!. Silverfall is flawed for sure but has some satisfying elements for
action rpg fans. Might be tricky getting it to run but is definatly worth it on sale.

Pros:
 - Characters are highly customizable with six races to choose from and a simple yet robust set of skill trees
- Neat morality system, align with nature or technology to access unique skills and equipment
- Lootfest with a pretty deep crafting system
- Attractve cell-shaded art

Cons:
- Lots of terrain issues, getting stuck on bushes, slight inclines, etc.
- Skill hotbars are counter-intuitive but can be remapped
- No UI scaling makes text difficult to read from a distance
- The map and quest log are clunky to use

Plays Like: Torchlight \/ Neverwinter Nights. It shows how everyone ♥♥♥♥s up everyone else.

10/10 stuff.. Ok, now they're not even trying.
I'm not going to give a formal review with this one since it doesn't deserve it.

Sparkle Zero is the third installment of the Sparkle series made by Forever Entertainment.
Oh, it's definitely a Zero, that's for sure.

The problem here is that this game isn't even a knockoff, it's a blatant ripoff of flOw.
I don't need to go into specific details, it is literally copying flOw word for word.
It even copies flOw's visual style of white lines and circles.
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The objective is as simple as it can be: Beat the final boss and reach the maximum level.

This game disrespects Forever Entertainment's reputation as a company, their previous Sparkle installments, and most
importantly, the creators of flOw and their fans.
Sparkle 2 had enough to stand on its own because it had an immersive feeling of exploration.
Sparkle 3 stripped away some of that feeling in favor of a linear story.
Sparkle Zero strips any feeling of immersion and just gives you a carbon copy of flOw.

If they wanted to make more money, they should've just called it flOw (PC Version) since that's all it is.
I wouldn't be surprised if Sony threatened to sue Forever Entertainment, that's how close the similarities are.
Remember, there is no *PC version of flOw, all ports are for PlayStation platforms only.

*Unless you count the original Flash game made in 2006.. I got on sale so gave it a shot. I found parts of it annoying.
Like the constant sniffing you hear from the player...why do that? The need to hold and twirl levels locks the character
in a stance and throws off your direction at times too and with needing to move fast past a barrier, that direction is
important.
 The darkness is overwhelming and you end up in like a tunnel vision most times. Hard on the head. Being stubborn I
kept going until I reached the end.

On the plus side:
Cut scenes were good,
Idea and concept good,
I liked the upgrade system,
For those who don't mind the dark vision there is replayability at different levels.

If you get on sale, worth giving it a shot IMO. Not on sale you need to be someone who is patient and can put up with
the constant level do-overs that will happen with the limited control of the jumping mechanism. Maybe if the darkness
was a little less like the start of dawn, would not affect vision so badly.
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